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ON BF-ALGEBRAS 
A N D R Z E J WALENDZIAK 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurecenskij) 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we introduce the notion of BF-algebras, which is 
a generalization of B-algebras. We also introduce the notions of an ideal and a 
normal ideal in BF-algebras. We investigate the properties and characterizations 
of them. 
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1. Introduc t ion 
The concept of J?-algebras was introduced by J. N e g g e r s and 
H. S. K i m [6]. They defined a B-algebra as an algebra (A;*,0) of type (2,0) 
(i.e., a nonempty set A with a binary operation * and a constant 0) satisfying 
the following axioms: 
(Bl) x * x = 0, 
(B2) x * 0 = x, 
(B) (x * y) * z = x * [z * (0 * y)]. 
In [4], Y. B. J u n , E. H. R o h , and H. S. K i m introduced BH-algebras, which 
are a generalization of BCK/BCI/B-algebr&s. An algebra (A; *, 0) of type (2,0) 
is a BH-algebra if it obeys (Bl), (B2), and 
(BH) x * y = 0 and y * x = 0 imply x = y. 
Recently, Ch. B . K i m and H. S. K i m [5] defined a BG-algebra as an algebra 
(_4;*,0) of type (2,0) satisfying (Bl), (B2), and 
(BG) x = (x * y) * (0 * y). 
For other generalizations of L?-algebras see [11] (£Z-algebras) and [8] (/3-alge-
bras). Here we define BF/BF1/BF2-algebras. We introduce the notions of an 
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ideal and a normal ideal in F?F-algebras. We then consider the properties and 
characterizations of them. 
2. i3jF-algebras 
DEF IN IT ION 2.1. A BF-algebra is an algebra (A;*,0) of type (2,0) satisfying 
(Bl), (B2), and the following axiom: 
(BF) 0 * (x * y) = y * x. 
Remark 2.2. If (A; *,0) is a E-algebra, then it satisfies (BF), (BG), and (BH . 
For a proof see [9, Proposition 1.5(b)] and [1, Proposition 2.2(h), Lemma 3.5(i)]. 
Example 2.3. Let R be the set of real numbers and let A (IR;*,0) be the 
algebra with the operation * defined by 
( x if y = 0, y if x = 0, 0 otherwise. 
Then A is a F?F-algebra. 
Example 2.4. Let A = [0;+oc) (= {x G R : x > 0}). Define the binar> 
operation * on A as follows: 
x * y = \x — y\ for all x,y G A. 
Then (A; *, 0) is a BF-algebra. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If A = C-4;*,0) is a BF-algebra, then 
(a) 0 * (0 * x) = x for all x G A; 
(b) if 0 * x = 0 * y, then x = y for any x, y G A; 
(c) if x * y = 0. then y * x = 0 for any x,y G A. 
P r o o f . Let A be a I3F-algebra and x G A. By (BF) and (B2) we obtaii 
0 * (0 * x) = x * 0 = x, that is, (a) holds. Also (b) follows from (a). Let now 
x, y G A and x * y = 0. Then 0 - 0 * 0 = 0 * (x * y) — y * x. This gives (c). • 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Any BF-algebra (A; *,0) that satisfies the identity (x * z) * 
(y * z) = x * y is a B-algebra. 
P r o o f . This follows immediately from Proposition 2.5(a) and [10, Theorem 2.2]. 
DEF IN IT ION 2.7. A BF-algebra is called a BFi-algebra (resp. a BF2-algebra) 
if it obeys (BG) (resp. (BH)). 
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Every B-algebra is a I?Fi/F?F2-algebra (see Remark 2.2). The F?F-algebra 
(R; *, 0) given in Example 2.3 is not a F?Fi-algebra, since (1 * 2) * (0 * 2) = 2 ^ 1. 
Example 2.4 is a F?F2-algebra which is not a F?Fi-algebra. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. An algebra A = (^4;*,0) of type (2,0) is a BFi-algebra if 
and only if it obeys the laws (Bl) . (BF). and (BG). 
P r o o f . Suppose that (Bl), (BF), and (BG) are valid in A. Let x e A. Substi-
tuting y = x, (BG) becomes x = (x * x) * (0 * x). Hence applying (Bl) and (BF) 
we conclude that x = 0 * (0 * x) = x * 0. Consequently, (B2) holds. Therefore A 
is a I3Fi-algebra. The converse is obvious. • 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2.9. Let A = (A;*,0) be an algebra of type (2,0). Then A is a 
BF2-algebra if and only if A satisfies (B2). (BF) ; and the following axiom: 
(BH') x*y = 0 <=> x = y. 
P r o o f . Let A be a F?F2-algebra. By definition, (B2) and (BF) are valid in A . 
Suppose that x * y = 0 for x, y G A. Proposition 2.5(c) yields y * x = 0. From 
(BH) we see that x = y. If x = y, then x * y = 0 by (Bl) . Thus (BH') holds 
in A . 
Let now A satisfies (B2), (BF), and (BH'). (BH') implies (Bl) and (BH). 
Therefore A is a F?F2-algebra. • 
T H E O R E M 2.10. In a BF-algebra A the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is a BF\-algebra; 
(b) x = [x * (0 * y)] * y for all x, y G A; 
(c) x = y * [(0 * x) * (0 * y)] for all x,y G A. 
Proof. 
(a) => (b): Let A be a F?Fi-algebra and x,y G A. To obtain (b), substitute 
0 * y for y in (BG) and then use Proposition 2.5(a). 
(b) ==> (c): We conclude from (b) that 0 * x = [(0 * x) * (0 * y)] * y. Hence 
0 * (0 * x) = y * [(0 * x) * (0 * y)] by (BF). But 0 * (0 * x) = x, and we have (c). 
(c) ==> (a): Let (c) hold. (BF) clearly forces 
0 * x = [(0 * x) * (0 * y)] * y. (1) 
Using (1) with x = 0 * a and y = 0 * b we have 
0 * (0 * a) = [(0 * (0 * a)) * (0 * (0 * 6))] * (0 * 6). 
Hence applying Proposition 2.5(a) we deduce that a = (a * b) * (0 * b). Conse-
quently, A is a BF\-algebra. • 
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THEOREM 2 .11 . Let A = (A\*.Q) be a BF -algebra. Then: 
(a) A is a BG-algebra; 
(b) For x,y G A, x *y = 0 implies x = y; 
(c) The right cancellation law holds in A. i.e., 
ifx*y = z*y, then x = z for any x,y,z G A; 
(d) The left cancellation law holds in A. i.e., 
ify*x = y*z, then x = z for any x.y^z G A. 
P r o o f . 
(a) is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
(b): Let x, y G A and x * y = 0. By (BG), x = (x * y) * (0 * y) = 0 * (0 * y). 
From Proposition 2.5(a) we conclude that x = y. 
(c) is obvious, since the right cancellation law holds in every T?G-algebra 
(see [5, Lemma 2.4]). 
(d) follows from (c) and (BF). • 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Every BF\-algebra is a BF2-algebra. Every BF2-algebra 
satisfying the axiom (BG) is a BFi-algebra. 
P r o o f . The first statement is a consequence of Theorem 2.11(b). The second 
part of Proposition 2.12 follows from the definitions. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let A = (A;*,0) be a BFi-algebra. Then (A;*) is a quasi 
group. 
P r o o f . Let A = (A\ *, 0) be a J3Fi-algebra and x, y G A. We take z\ = x*(0*y 
and z2 = (0 * x) * (0 * y). By Theorem 2.10, we have x = z\ * y and x — y * z2. 
Now, Theorem 2.11 implies that (A\ *) is a quasigroup. 
The interrelationships between some classes of algebras mentioned before are 
visualized in Figure 1. (An arrow indicates proper inclusion, that is, if X and 
y are classes of algebras, then X —> y means X C 3^) The implications (a 
and (d) follow easily from the definitions. By [5, Proposition 2.8], we get (e) 
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3. Ideals in BJP-algebras 
In £P-algebras (similarly as in BCK/BCI/£H-algebras; see [3], [2], and [4]), 
we define the notion of an ideal. 
From now on, A always denotes a BF-algebra (A; *, 0). 
DEF IN ITION 3 .1. A subset / of A is called an ideal of A if it satisfies: 
(Ii) 0 € I, 
(I2) x *y e I and y G I imply x G I for any x,y G A. 
We say that an ideal I of A is normal if for any x,y,z G A, x * y G I implies 
(z * x) * (z * y) G I. 
An ideal I of A is said to be proper ii I ^ A. 
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Obviously, {0} and A are ideals of A. A is normal, but {0} is not normal in 
general. (See the example below.) 
Example 3.2. Let A = {0,1, 2,3} and * be defined by the following table: 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 1 2 3 
1 1 0 3 0 
2 2 3 0 2 
3 3 0 2 0 
Then I = {0} is not a normal ideal in the BF-algebra ( T 4 ; * , 0 ) . Indeed, 
1 * 3 = 0 G J, but (2 * 1) * (2 * 3) = 3 * 2 = 2 (£ I. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let I be a normal ideal of a BF-algebra A and x,y G A. Then: 
(a) x G I => 0 * x G I, 
(b) x * y G I = > y * x G I. 
P r o o f . 
(a): Let x G I. Then x = x * 0 G I. Since I is normal, (0 * x) * (0 * 0) G I. 
Hence 0 * x G I. 
(b): Let x*y G F By (a), 0*(x*?I) G F Applying (BF) we have y*x G I. • 
DEF IN IT ION 3.4. A nonempty subset IV of A is called a subalgebra of A if 
x * y G jV for any x, y G IV. 
It is easy to see that if jV is a subalgebra of A, then 0 G jV. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let N be a subalgebra of A and let x,y G A. If x * y G IV, ther 
y * x G IV. 
P r o o f . Let x*y G IV. By (BF), y *x = 0* (x *y). Since 0 G Ar and x * y e N, 
we see that 0 * (x * y) G N. Consequently, y * x G N. • 
Example 3.6. Let 4̂ = {0,1,2,3}. We define the binary operation * on A a 
follows: 
* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 1 2 3 
1 1 0 1 1 
2 2 1 0 1 
3 3 1 1 0 
Then A = (A; *,0) is a .BF-algebra. The set jV = {0,1} is a subalgebra of A. 
N is not an ideal, since 2 * 1 = 1 G jV, but 2 ^ IV. It is easy to see that the set 
I — {0,2,3} is an ideal of A, but it is not a subalgebra. 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. If I is a normal ideal of A, then I is a subalgebra of A 
satisfying the following condition: 
(NI) if x G A and y G I, tfften x * (x * y) G I. 
P r o o f . Let x e A and y G I. Lemma 3.3(a) shows that 0 * ?/ G I. Since I is 
normal, we conclude that (x*0)*(x*H) G I, i.e., x *(#*?/) G I. Thus (NI) holds. 
Let now x,y e I. Therefore x * (x * y) G I. By Lemma 3.3(b), (x * y) * x G I. 
From the definition of ideal we have x * y G I. Thus I is a subalgebra satisfying 
(NI). • 
Remark 3.8. The converse of Proposition 3.7 does not hold. Indeed, the sub-
algebra {0,1} of the I?F-algebra A (see Example 3.6) satisfies (NI), but it is not 
an ideal. 
In [7], J. N e g g e r s and H. S. K i m introduced the notion of a normal sub-
algebra of a B-algebra. Let A = (A; *, 0) be a B-algebra and jY be a subalgebra 
of A. jY is said to be a normal subalgebra if 
(NS) (x * a) * (y * b) G Y for any x * y, a * b G IV. 
Remark 3.9. In [9], it is proved that if jV is a subalgebra of A, then jV is 
normal if and only if jV satisfies (NI). 
In I?-algebras the following result holds: 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let A be a B-algebra and let N C A. Then N is a normal 
subalgebra of A if and only if N is a normal ideal. 
P r o o f . Let V be a normal subalgebra of A. Clearly, 0 G jV. Suppose that 
x * y G jV and y G jV. Then 0 * y G jV. Since jV is a subalgebra, we have 
(x * y) * (0 * y) G jV. But (x * y) * (0 * y) = x, because every B-algebra satisfies 
(BG) (see Remark 2.2). Therefore x G V, and thus V is an ideal. Let now 
x,y,z e A and x * y G IV. By (NS), (z * x) * (z * y) G V. Consequently, jY is 
normal. The converse follows from Proposition 3.7 and Remark 3.9. • 
DEF IN IT ION 3 .11. Let A = ( A , * , 0 A ) and B = (£ , * , 0 B ) be BF-algebras. A 
mapping (p: A —» B is called a homomorphism from A into B if (p(x * y) — 
(p(x) * (p(y) for any x,y G A. 
Observe that (P(0A) = 0 B . Indeed, </?(0A) = </?(0A*0A) =
 (^(0A)*(r9(C|A) = O/3. 
We denote by ker cp the subset {x e A : (f(x) = 0/^} of A (it is the kernel of the 
homomorphism ip). 
LEMMA 3.12. Let ip: A —> B be a homomorphism from A into B . TTien ker(/? 
is an ideal of A. 
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P r o o f . Obviously, 0^ G ker</?, that is, (Ii) holds. Let x * y G keip and y G 
kerp. Then 0# = < (̂x * y) = (p(x) * p(y) = p(x) * 0# = p(x). Consequently, 
x G ker(p. Therefore, (I2) is satisfied. Thus / is an ideal of A. • 
The next example shows that the kernel of a homomorphism is not always a 
normal ideal. Let A be the algebra given in Example 3.2. Clearly, id^: A —> A 
is a homomorphism and the ideal ker(id^) = {0} is not normal. 
The example below will demonstrate that there is a homomorphism p> of 
BF-algebras with ker p = {0} which it is not one-to-one. 
Example 3.13. Let A = (A; *, 0) be the 5F-algebra, where A = {0,1, 2} and * 
is given by the table 
* 0 1 2 
0 0 1 2 
1 1 0 0 
2 2 0 0 
Let (p: A —> A be defined by (p(0) = 0 and p(l) = p(2) = 1. It is obvious 
that p is not one-to-one, but kevp = {0}. 
PROPOS IT ION 3.14. Let A and B be BF2-algebras and let p: A —> B be a 
homomorphism from A into B . Then: 
(a) ker <p is a normal ideal; 
(b) p is one-to-one if and only ifkeip = {0A}-
P r o o f . 
(a): By Lemma 3.12, ker p is an ideal of A. Let x,y,z £ A and x * y G ker p. 
Then 0 B = p(x * y) = p(x) * p(y). Prom (BH') it follows that p>(x) = p(y). 
Consequently, (p((z * x) * (z * y)) = (p(z) * p(x)) * (p(z) * p(x)) = 0^, and hence 
(z * x) * (z * y) G ker p. 
(b): Obviously, if p is one-to-one, then kevp = {0A}. On the other hand, 
suppose that x,y G A and p(x) = p(y). Then p(x * y) = p(x) * p(y) = 
p(x) * p(x) = 0j3. Hence x * y G ker(^ = {0^}, and so x * y = 0^- By (BH'), 
x = 2/. Therefore, p is one-to-one. • 
Next we construct quotient F?_F-algebras via normal ideals. Let A = (A; *,0) 
be a BF-algebra and I be a normal ideal of A. For any x,y e A, we define 
x ~ j y <=> x * y G I. 
By (Ii), x * x = 0 G / , that is, x ~i x for any x G A This means that ~ j is 
reflexive. From Lemma 3.3(b) we deduce that ~ j is symmetric. To prove that 
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~ j is transitive, let x ~ j y and y ~ j z. Then x *y G I and y * z G I. Since I is 
normal, 
(z * x) * (z * y) G I. (2) 
We have 
z*y<El, (3) 
because y * z £ I. Hence, we conclude from (2) and (3) that z * x G I, and thus 
that x * 2 G / , so that finally x ~ j z as well. Consequently, ~ / is an equivalence 
relation on A. 
THEOREM 3.15. Let I be a normal ideal of a BF-algebra A. Then ~ j is a 
congruence relation of A. 
P r o o f . Let x , y , z , t G A. Suppose that x ~i y and z ~ j t. Then x *y e I and 
z *t £ I. Since 7 is normal, (2) holds, and hence [0 * (z * x)] * [0 * (z * y)] G I. 
From (BF) we deduce that (x * z) * (y * z) G I. Thus 
x * z ~ j H * z. (4) 
As z * t G I we have (y * z) * (y * t) G F Therefore 
y * z ~i y *t. (5) 
From (4) and (5) we conclude that x*z ~ j ?/*£. Consequently, ~ j is a congruence 
relation of A. • 
Let I be a normal ideal of A. For x G A, we write x / I for the congruence 
class containing x, that is, x/I = {y G A : x ~ j i/}. We note that 
x ~i y if and only if x / I = y/I". 
Denote A/1 = {x/I : x G A} and set x/I *' y/I = x * y/I. The operation *' 
is well-defined, since ~ j is a congruence relation of A. It is easy to see that 
A/1 = (A/I,*',0/I) is a BF-algebra. The algebra A/1 is called the quotient 
BF-algebra of A modulo I. There is a natural map </?/, called the quotient map, 
from A onto A/1 defined by 
<pi(x) = x/I for all x G A. 
Clearly, (fi is a homomorphism of A onto A/1. Observe that kei((pi) = I. 
Indeed, 
x/I = 0/1 4=^ x ~ j 0 <̂ => x * 0 G I <=> x G 7. 
THEOREM 3.16. Let A and B be BF2-algebras and let cp: A -> B be a homo-
morphism from A onto B . Then A/kenp is isomorphic to B . 
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P r o o f . By Proposition 3.14(a), J = kevp is a normal ideal of A. Define a 
mapping ip: A/1 —> B by ijj(x/I) = p(x) for all x E J. Let x/J = y I. The 1 
x ~ j 7/, that is, x*y G J. Hence <p(x)*ip(y) = OJJ. By (BH') we have </>(x) — <̂ (,(/ . 
Consequently, ip(x/I) = ip(y/I). This means that ip is well defined. It is easy to 
see that ip is a homomorphism from A / J onto B. Observe that kery = {OA J} . 
Indeed, x/I G k e r ^ <=> ip(x/I) = OB <=> y(x) = OB 4=> x G J <=> 
x/J 0,4/J. From Proposition 3.14(b) it follows that -0 is one-to-one. Thus y 
is an isomorphism from A/J onto B . D 
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